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2ND EDITION - EXPANDED & UPDATEDDo you wish you could easily and effortlessly motivate,

elevate and communicate with people, leading them to the pinnacle of success?Being a leader

isnâ€™t an innate talent or something that is imparted by the divine, rather it is a skill and like any

other skill all you need to do is practice to improve. Luckily, "Leadership: How to Lead & Influence

People to Ultimate Success" has all of the tips and tricks you need to improve your leadership skills

in no time.If you have always thought that you had what it takes to lead but simply didnâ€™t know

where to start, then this book will help you to be the ultimate leader you have always dreamed

of.The key to being a successful leader is knowing which techniques to use and when, which is why

this book provides chapters on the basics of thinking and acting like a leader before diving right into

seven chapters dedicated to discussing a wide variety of leadership styles, their pros and cons,

when to use them and how to make the most of them when you do.Inside you will find:The top six

things you need to do to instantly make yourself a better leaderEverything you need to do to prove

yourself to a new teamThe #1 thing you should do to ensure you always make the best first

impression possibleThe Art of Personal MagnetismCommunication skills and techniques to become

more persuasiveAnd much, much moreâ€¦Scroll To The Top & Click The "BUY NOW" ButtonYou'll

be so happy you did!
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Excellent guide to the different leadership styles to effective manage your team and employees.

Being in the sales industry, I'm aware of the importance of having a leader or manager that

understands the various types of management practices to best get the most productive

performance. I personally like the 'hands off' approach, but each situation and individual will be

different and respond & be motivated byvarious leadership methods. This book is well written and

explains the process of leadership effectively. Highly recommend.

I'm in a position where I'd like to step up and be more of a leader (climb that corporate ladder) so

this book helped a lot in determining what type of leadership skills I would need as well as going into

all the various styles of leadership which I had never heard about. So it was interesting to get that

perspective.The book was really good at giving bulleted points and notes about each leadership

style which was very helpful. Plus, it was the most helpful for helping me determine which styles

would be best in my industry.The only thing was I wish it had example or stories to illustrate the

leadership style. Other than that it was an excellent leadership book.

This book provides huge information about leadership and helps a lot in determining what type of

leadership skills I would need as well as going into all the various styles of leadership which I had

never heard about. Some people are born with a natural tendency to lead others, whilst many

people are simply looking for someone to provide them with safety, nurture and support. Some

things are just removed we all need to remind ourselves as we get caught up in work and the

ever-changing environment most of us are a part of. I like that this book is written in a friendly

manner and does not just simply give you the things that you have to do but also gives you good

backgroun on each instruction that would really help you find the reason fundamentally.

For me, a leader is someone that other people look to for new ideas. While a title can make you

leader on the surface, becoming a true leader takes a bit more than that. There's so many

characteristics a leader needs to have such as a high self-esteem, self-confidence, determination,

motivation and there's a long list of requirements. For a person to be a leader, he or she has to

think, act and practice like a leader and this book is the perfect guide. Highly recommended.



A leader is a more remarkable word that leave all of us by question who the leader is.I thank the

writer for defining a leader as someone who is a role model in terms of trust and ideas.According to

him,a leader takes full responsibility on the job at hand.I have also learnt that confidence is key pillar

to leadership.The next time i want to choose my leader either in government or work place, i will be

able to eliminate the candidates to choose the most qualified person

Some people are born with a natural tendency to lead others, whilst many people are simply looking

for someone to provide them with safety, nurture and support. There is an essential demand for all

types of people; leaders are not necessarily the best people to actually get the job done. They are

the ones that can motivate and inspire people with the necessary skills; this is why it is essential to

acknowledge every member of a team.I learned a lot from this book and it became a huge part of

the milestone I am executing in my work life and personal life as well.

This book is base on an important subject in modern world that is leadership; this book is very

informative and helpful for being a good leader. This book provide all kind of information that a

leader need for a great leadership and how to influence people and provide all characterize of a

good leader. I think if we follow this book information and direction so will be a great leader in our

work field, highly recommend this book.

To lead a team is not an easy task but we can get command on this ability with the help of this book

and given information with instructions. This guide book can make you master in this leadership

post through convenient guideline and tips appropriately. Through this opportunity your business

runs towards success and management and get the ability to lead a team and influence people.

Such an organized book!
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